SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
Contrast thresholds for the human eye using central vision at photopic levels of adaptation luminance have been systematically investigated and reported in the contemporary literature (e.g., Blackwell, 1946) . Further, the change of threshold with changing position of the target on the retina has been investigated for very brief targets (t « 0.01 second) subtending 1 minute of arc, and described by Blackwell and Moldauer (1958) . Several other investigators have published data to this point, but these studies, by and large, have not been sufficiently comprehensive in their coverage of both the size and positional parameters to be of direct concern to the present study. Two different arrangements were used in producing the targets.
For the larger sizes studied (120» and 15»)j the stimulus was projected through the rear hole in the integrating box and focussed directly onto the plastic screen in the manner described above.
This system is diagrammed in Figure 1 . For targets of smaller angular extent (3.6», 1.74*, and 1.0»), it was found convenient to generate the stimuli by reflection. A thin plano-convex lens of spectacle crown glass (n = 1.523, radius of curvature -3.5") was affixed to the center of the screen with clear cement. The projection apparatus was moved to a position behind the observer, a circular aperture of such a size that its image would fall entirely within the lens was placed in the slide position, and a second circular aperture (which governed the apparent size of the target) was placed at the exit pupil of the projector objective. This arrangement may be seen in Figure 2 ally as the ratio of the target increment to the prevailing background luminance. These corrected proportions were used in estimating a contrast value which would result in a fifty per cent probability of seeing (the contrast threshold) for each subsession. Obtained frequencies were not averaged between subsessions since it was frequently impossible for the observers to run three subsessions sequentially. Calculated values of threshold contrast were, however, averaged. The psychophysical functions from which the threshold values were derived were either normal or logarithmic Gaussian integrals, fitted to the data point by use of the probit analysis technique devised by Finney (1947) as modified for computer use by Richardson (1960) . All data were reduced by a Burroughs 200 computer at the U.S. Navy Electronics Laboratory, San Diego.
The average values of threshold contrast obtained from four observers are presented in Table I . 
